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A distress signal for sea and aircraft, “Mayday, Mayday, Mayday!” (always spoken three times) 
was created by a British radio operator in the 1920s due to increased air traffic between Britain 
and the European Continent. The already existing phrase S.O.S. (Save Our Ship) used in 
telegraph communications could sound like the letter “F” during a radio transmission thus 
confuse. “Mayday” sounds like “help me” in French. It was soon adopted by the USA. It remains 
the life-threatening radio call for emergency help. 
 
Today is May Day, marking the arrival of Spring with celebrations or public demonstrations 
supporting Labor or, for some time in some places, pro-communism rallies & parades. 
 
Are we humans pro-communist, and/or currently under life-threatening dangers? May Day, 
mayday, May Day!! Let’s ask The Committee. 
 
Q: Esteemed Committee, is humanity now under greater threats than a century ago, or the 
same or less? Many of us seem think it’s an increase. 
C: Less but for means & methods to express and communicate fear; this ability has 
increased dramatically with internet communications. 
 
Q: Across the USA, the news of the week is overloaded with college campus anti-Israel 
protests and, in some cases, violence. This strikes me as a major distraction (…hello? Ukraine 
Invasion and war with Russia…) because other things must be deserving of more attention than 
is received at the moment, pushed off the front page by college students who want universities 
to do something about Israel. Is there an insidious element behind what’s happening? 
C: Not behind would we say, inside it and seeking opportunity for advantage, and this is 
political. The protests are certain to continue producing opinions from observers, so agitation 
within is inspired to see how this might cause development and movement, from which political 
advantage could be extracted.. 
 
Q: That was diplomatic; folks are encouraging, some even supplying resources to mob 
violence participants? 
C: Yes, always. 
 
Q: The anti-Israel protests were not engineered or outright created by political elements? 
C: No, but yes encouraged. They are observed to see if and where a politician should jump, 
to ensure s/he lands on the prevailing side. 
 
Q: Are humans under greater threat of war now? 
C: Yes. It is easier at the moment than ever, to equip and move military force. This has been 
the case for many years. 
 
Q: The fear of war is a great political tool; are we going to actually see a war erupt? 
C: Several are burning their way along now, you mean a new one? War has been reduced 
mostly to behind-the-scenes skirmishes; the marching across continents of large armies is a 
thing of the past. 
 
Q: How about another pandemic? 
 



C: This is nearly non-existent at the moment. 
 
Q: Famine? 
C: No more than as always. 
 
Q: Global warming? 
C: Non-existent. 
 
Q: Geo-physical events related to The Shift are going to be touted as things government 
must fix? 
C: No, because these events are beyond what humans might cause or cure. So far humans 
have sought to manufacture the global warming hoax as a means to exert more control. 
 
Q: Are we our own biggest threat? I am thinking at the moment of the war in Israel, look 
how many women and children have died. This is humanity doing itself no favors, Hitler created 
the Israeli war machine, and the nation’s enemies seem determined to force its use.  
C: Humans have long reigned supreme as the worst threat to humans. 
 
Q: When it becomes more and more obvious to humans that Alien Extraterrestrial Visitors 
To Earth are here, how widespread will the panic be? 
C: The fear is widespread now, fueled by cultural skepticism long established in human 
societies. This will remain but diminish, as the feared extinctions do not occur. 
 
Q: Overall, I get the impression through these questions and answers, that we humans like 
to see and believe in the social pressures causing so many people to apparently crack up, get 
destroyed by drugs, or become obese, or get sick and many other things, but that the general 
opposite is true, even with more than eight billion of us aboard Planet Earth. Is my impression 
more or less accurate? 
C: It is accurate. 
 
Q: The anti-Israeli protestors are correct not to want war but what are we really going to do 
about it? 
C: The solution to human wars in the short term is strength; wars occur where power 
imbalances exist. Over the longer term, wars are solved by understanding. This is a great 
challenge because humans are not good at empathy. Humans are uncomfortable with newness 
or what is often called culture shock. Humans generally want to impose rather than accept, to 
mold rather than to adapt. 
 
When humans learn adaptation and acceptance, not just as a punchline for turning off disliked 
points-of-view in order to expand other ideas one prefers, then wars and conflicts, large and 
small will fade from the scene.   
 
Q: This notion is a large stumbling block to human interaction with Visitors To Earth, isn’t it? 
C: Yes, because many among you all who believe in Alien ETs will immediately want and 
even demand interference by them in the areas preferred, such as halting war. Humans must 
lose this interference fetish in so many things. 
 
Q: The ship is going down, mayday, mayday, mayday! 
C: No, she is not. Well shall you all be, and we ask you to return soon, as shall we.  
 
 


